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Introduction

Acceleration and enrichment may be regarded as
legs that support the same chair. Casual consideration
of the definitions of the two approaches will reveal
apparent similarities. Whatever the appearances, the
rationales. for acceleration and enrichment are based
on different assumptions about four basic issues: the
natureof intellectual giftedness, affective characteristics
of giftedness, the goals of regular andgifted education,
and the adequacy of regular education curricula.
Cultural and societal factors and historical events
have alsc influenced the assumptions of educators and
the publi: aboutall factors associated with acceleration
and enrichment. Differences in basic assumptions and
shifts in values and goals have had a profoundinfluence
On initiatives to provide programsto gifted students.

This chapter is divided into four principal sections.
First, it begins with a discussion of definitions of
acceleration and enrichment. Implications of the defi-
nitions fer program development and implementation
will accompany those discussions. The secondsection of
the chapter describesthe historical context of the debate
over the rlative merits of acceleration and enrichment.
In the third section, factors that fuel the debate are
delineated. The final section of the chapter describe
attributes of national educational systemsthataffect the
developmentof acceleration and enrichment options and
presents descriptions of the options that are employed.

Acceleration: Definition and Programming Issues

Pressey (1949, p. 2) defined acceleration as “progress
through an educational program at rates faster or at

ages younger than conventional”. Several assumptions
can beidentifiedin his definition. First, it presupposes an
educational program in which content, tasks, andskills
are defined for each level of instruction. Second, the
definition assumesthat thereis a paceofinstruction that
mayatleast be inferred to be suitable for most students.
Third, it assumes that some children are capable of
mastering the standard curriculum faster, and, thus, are
capable of morerapid progress. Pressey’s definition sets
two criteria for accelerated advancement: higher than
average achievement and the ability to master the
material at more rapid rates compared to age level
classmates.
Although the term acceleration is frequently asso-

ciated with grade skipping, a number ofvariations
fit Pressey’s criteria. In the early 1920s, acceleration
was mainly a form of advancement in grade status
(Stedman, 1924). Passow, Goldberg, Tannenbaum, and
French (1955) noted eight different options: grade
skipping, double promotion, early admission to first
grade, extra course work, single subject acceleration.
concurrent enrollment, and extracurricular course work.
Kitano and Kirby (1986) listed no less than thirteen
methods, while Benbow (1979) compiled fourteen.
Table 1 provides a compilation of options identified
as accelerative in various textbooks andarticles about
the education of gifted children.
These programmatic options vary along two dimen-

sions. The first involves the degree to which the student
is treated differently from his or her age peers. Some of
the options do not require extensive amounts of time
away from age mates. For example, extracurricular
options and credit by examination do not necessarily
entail separation from the normal age/grade placement
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TABLE1

Range and Types of Acceleration

 

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

Early entrance to kindergarten
or first grade

Grade skipping

Continuous progress

Self-paced instruction

Subject-matter acceleration

Combinedclasses

Curriculum compacting

Telescoping curriculum

Mentorships

Extracurricular programs

Concurrent enrollment

Early graduation

Advanced placement

Credit by examination

Correspondence courses

Acceleration in College

Early entrance into juniorhigh,
high school, or college

The student is admitted to school prior to the age specified by the district for

normalentryto first grade.

The student is moved ahead of normal grade placement. This may be done

during an academic year(e.g, placing a third graderdirectly into fourth

grade, skipping the last 2 years of high schoolto enter college), or at year

end (e.g., promoting a third gradertofifth grade).

The studentis given material deemed appropriate for current achievementas

the student becomesready.

The student is presented with materials that allow him or her to proceedat a

self-selected pace. Responsibility for selection of pacing is the student's.

The student is placed for a part of a day with students at more advanced

grade levels for one or more subjects without being assigned to a higher
grade (e.g., a fifth grader going to sixth grade for science instruction).

The studentis placed in classes where two or more grade levels are combined
(e.g., third and fourth grade split rooms). The arrangementcan be used to

allow youngerchildren to interact with older ones academically andsocially.

The studentis given reduced amountsof introductoryactivities, drill,
review, and so on. The time saved maybe used to movefaster through the

curriculum.

The student spendsless time than normalin a course of study (e.g..

completing a 1-year course in 1 semester, or finishing junior high schoolin 2

years rather than 3).

The student is exposed to a mentor whoprovides advancedtraining,
experiences, and pacing in a contentarea.

Thestudentis enrolled in course work or summer programsthat confer
advancedinstruction and/orcredit for study (e.g., fast-paced language or
math courses offered by universities).

The studentis taking a courseat one level and receiving credit for successful
completion of a parallel course at a higherlevel (e.g, taking algebraat the
junior high level and receiving credit for high school algebra as well as junior

high math credits upon successful completion or taking a college physics
course in lieu of high school physics).

Graduate from high schoolor college in 3-1/2 yearsorless.

The student takes a course in high school that prepares him or herfor taking
an examination that can confer college credit for satisfactory performances.

The student receives credit (at high school or college level) upon successful
completion of an examination.

The student takes high school or college courses by mail (or, in more recent
incarnations, through video and audio course presentation).

The student is admitted with full standing to an advancedlevel of instruction

at least 1 year early.

The student completes two or more majors in a total of four years and/or

earns a Master’s degree along with the Bachelor's.

 

Material compiled from: Southern, W.T., & Jones, E.D. (1991). Academic acceleration: Background andissues. In

W.T. Southem, & E.D. Jones (Eds.), The academic acceleration of gifted children (pp. 1-29) New York: Teachers College

Press and Benbow,C.P. (1979). The components of SMPY’s smorgasbord ofaccelerative options. Intellectually Talented Youth

Bulletin. §, 21-23.
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at all. On the other hand, early entrance or grade
Skippingplace students outside of the normal age/grade
placement completely. In between are options such as
subject matter acceleration, combinedclasses, and tele-
scoping curriculum. Subject matter acceleration would
require nly part-time placementoutside of the regular
class. Combinedclasses and telescoped curricula allow
the student to remain with at least a few other age peers
in an accelerated setting. The discrepancies between
(a) the ‘tudent’s age and the accelerated placement,
(b) the amount of increase in the pacing, and (c)
the student’s maturity all contribute to the salience
of the intervention. Students who skip more than two
grades, cr enter higher levels of schooling more than
two or three years early, or experience extremely rapid
pacing 0: instruction (e.g., completing algebra in three
intensive weeks), are said to be radically accelerated
(Stanley, 1977, 1989; Brody & Stanley, 1991). Radical
acceleration can be quite conspicuous, but may be less
noticeabli: for students who are socially mature as well
as academically precocious.
The second dimension along whichthese interventions

vary is the extent to which they represent administrative
recognition of prior achievement. Implicit in Pressey’s
(1949) definition are the dual criteria of the student’s
prior achievement and the pace at which the student
acquires 1:ew knowledgeandskills. Some of the options
represented in Table 1 seem designed to recognize the
extent to which a student has already mastered the
curriculum. Early admission to any schoollevel, grade
skipping, or subject matter acceleration are applied
whena student has clearly exceeded the expectations
and demandsfor achievementat the current grade place-
ment. On the other hand, options such as self-paced
instruction, telescoped curriculum, and compacting are
ostensibly more concerned with varying the pace of
instructiori to accommodatethe faster acquisition rate
of a gifted student. In effect, this dimension represents
two purpcses for acceleration. First, it involves giving
a student credit for what has already been learned.
Second, it involves adapting the instruction to provide a
better fit with the student’s rapid rate of achievement.
Although the issues of salience and purpose for

acceleraticn are rarely discussed in the popular press
or in the professional literature, it is clear that forms of
acceleration vary on those dimensions. Considerations
of both salience and purpose Suggest very different
potential outcomes for students and educators. Cer-
tainly, a fe-;w summercoursesat a university wherelittle
or no communicationorarticulation with regular school
offerings cccurs are apt to be less fraught with potential
peril than skipping whole years of school. On the other
hand, reccgnition of a student’s prior achievement may
be less difficult than seeking out a cohort of students to
place in a rapid-paced mathclass or a telescoped middle
school. Yet, very few studies define these variables when
looking at the effects of acceleration. A student who
enters schivol a few months early may have entirely
different sts of experiences than one whoenters two

years early. Some researchers have, however. noted
that skepticism toward accelerative optionsis frequently
based on assumptions about the desirability of grade
skipping alone or equation of grade skipping with other
options. Pressey (1954, p. 59), for example, rebutted
an article critical of acceleration and complained that
the critic had discussed only grade skipping, “the least
desirable form ofacceleration.” DeHaan and Havighurst
(1957) referred to grade Skipping as gross acceleration
and averred that it was a potentially harmful process.
While the bulk of research does not clearly demonstrate
thatthere is no risk with acceleration (Cornell, Callahan,
Basin, & Ramsay, 1991), critics fail to cite research
studies that clearly demonstrate any type of harm.
A third variable, not explicit in Table 1, involves the

age at which a student undergoesaccelerative programs.
Intuitively, one might expect that interventions applied
at early ages might have very different effects from
those applied when a student is more mature. Some
distinctions are drawnin the literature between school
entrance and later options. Though someresearchers
have addressed the issue of the age at whichthestu-
dent receives an accelerated program (e.g., Feldhusen,
Proctor, & Black, 1986), with the exception of early
entrance, this variable is also virtually ignored in the
researchliterature. Concerns about early admissionarise
from fears that taking students whoare not in school and
placing them intoinstruction with the potential for doing
so before the child is developmentally ready may cause
harm. Many of the researchers who have conducted
studies have used school readiness as a concept that
applies to virtually all cases of early entrance, regardless
of the mental capacity or achievementofthe child (e.g.,
Baer, 1958; Bigelow, 1934; Carroll, 1963; Carter, 1956;
DiPasquale, Moule, & Flewelling, 1980; Forester, 1955;
Hall, 1963). The justification of these concerns remains
problematic (Jones & Southern, 1991) and will be
addressedspecifically later.

Onthe surface, the level of the intervention and the
purpose for which the intervention is used may have
strikingly different effects. The apparently contradic-
tory claims about the potential harm from accelerative
options may evenbepartially explained by the confusion
that results from ignoring what may be important
variations between different types of acceleration. Cer-
tainly, if grade skipping were used only for purposes
of recognition of student achievement, then concerns
about gaps in instruction and undue pressures and
expectations for achievement would prove groundless.
Since there is a tendency for educators not to make
distinctions between either the processes or potential
effects of different forms of acceleration (Southern &
Jones, 1991), attempts to make assessments to guide the
selection of the most appropriate acceleration alterna-
tives have been rare. Such assessments would also be
difficult if attempted. By the time acceleration options
are considered, it is already apparent that the student
has learned considerably more than age peers in the
same grade.It will appear that the student may benefit
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of enrichment suggest that a modification is required

in the way gifted students study any content. They

assumethat the regular curriculum concentrates on rote

learning of facts and skills at the expense of facilitating

more complex cognitive abilities, creativity, and basic

understanding of the major processes inherent in the

content discipline. Third, arguments for enrichment

assume that a central focus of curriculum modification

should be the welfare of the student, and thatsocial and

emotional welfare can be insured through curriculum

interventions that stress social and emotional develop-

ment. This assumption also includes a basic belief that

the regular school curriculum does not meet these needs

for gifted students.
It is unlikely that any advocate of enrichment would

deny that the pacing of instruction needs to be var-

ied for gifted students. Passow (1958) suggested that

enrichment provide for greater breadth and depth of

study than regular education, and that the tempo and

pace of instruction be varied to recognize the capac-

ity of gifted students to learn more than their age

mates in less time. Kaplan’s (1979) description of

vertical enrichment is hard to distinguish from accel-

eration (cf. Khatena, 1991, p. 389, who claims that

“Acceleration can be viewed as horizontal and vertical

enrichment”). Advocates of acceleration proceed on

the assumption that the curriculum is in very gen-

eral ways acceptable, or at least they consider that the

education system will hold both precocious children

and children of more average ability accountable for

demonstrating achievement of common knowledge and

skills. They are certainly not apt to defend every

curriculum practice and theme. In fact, a common

rationale for acceleration has been that gifted students

can accomplish their requirements faster and have

time for deeper or more divergent studies. Common

ground in the assumptions of proponents of accelera-

tion and enrichment are that the gifted students can

learn faster than other students of the same age and

there is a great deal they can learn. Their progress

should not be stifled or thwarted by simplistic and

unchallenging curricula. The basic debate over accel-

eration “versus” enrichment, however, involves the

extent to which varying the pace of instruction will

meet the needs of gifted students. Renzulli (1979)

questioned whether progressing through the general

curriculum rapidly really met any important needs of

gifted students. His concerns were shared by those who

argue for enrichmentas a primary meansto address the

needs of gifted students. This implies that acceleration

options are regarded solely as a speeding up of pace.

Daurio (1979), on the other hand, described horizontal

enrichment as unsystematic. He argued that attempts

to provide enrichment would be apt to hold students

back from other important learning experiences (and

implicitly that accelerants would receive such experi-

ences). For most programsandpractices,it is unlikely

that either extreme characterization will be completely

accurate.
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Developmentof the Acceleration and Enrichment

Debate

During the last 70 years the value of academic accel-

eration has been debated often, but a century ago

there would have been scant interest in a chapter

that described the processes of enrichment or accel-

eration in the education of the gifted and talented.

Then, many bright youths were taught mainly indi-

vidually by tutors or attended essentially ungraded

one-room schools, as both Hollingworth and Terman

did. However, conceptualizations of talent and ability

have changed overtime and they differ across cultures.

They are influenced by prevailing economic conditions,

societal sentiments on the role and value of education,

the availability of educational programming,and status

of the students who have access to these opportunities.

Indeed, in many parts of the world where access

to education is limited by the extreme paucity of

national resources the questions dealt with in this

chapter are probably moot. Until recently, concern

about the benefits and risks of acceleration has been

limited primarily to the United States.

In the United States, a commitment to universal

education for all youths, a strong commitmentto egali-

tarian values, and the playof historical forces have all

combined to produce a professionalliterature that is at

once vast and contentious. The aspirations for universal

access to basic educational opportunities are no longer

unique to the United States. In many other nations,

older notions aboutthe limitations of educational access

now lack general acceptance. While few other countries

can match the percentage of students in the United

States who attend colleges and universities, many exceed

the percentage of students who successfully complete

secondary schools (Faraj, 1988; Snyder & Hoffman,

1990). European and East Asian countries have not

only widened access to educational options, but also

many of these countries have adopted a numberof the

assumptions inherent in the educational structures of

the United States. Echoes of some of the same debates

concerning initial school entry age and appropriate

pacing have been heard in Western Europe and in Asian

nations with advanced educational systems (Gredler,

1980). In some countries educators have generally

assumedthat children of similar ages need to be served

in the same settings. As awareness of the need to

develop educational talent increases, these assumptions

will come in conflict with the fact that many students

can learn at a pace much more rapid than their age

peers. Despite different national educational systems,

some of the resistance experienced in the United States

to accelerative options may be repeated. The field of

gifted-child education is a comparatively young one in

much of the world. The body of theoretical treatises

and research literature deals predominantly with the

American context of schooling, but increasing interest in

the gifted andtalentedis likely to raise similar concerns

and objections. Certainly, few issues in the education of
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Reformers decried the lack of strict guidelines and
specific curricula in the content areas. It was also
claimed that too much emphasis wasgiven to affective
and emotional concerns, while academic content was
slighted. The second factor that spurred interest in
acceleration was fear that America wasfalling behindits
principal economicrivals, especially Japan. During the
1980s widely cited national commission reports seemed
to confirm the decline of the educational system (e.g.,
National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983,
1985).

Factors that Fueled the Debate

Seven decadesof discussion and dispute overtherelative
merits and risks of acceleration and enrichmentillumi-
nate both the factors that cause interest in the debate
to wax and wane andthe effect of political and social
sentiment on the type of research that will be done
and believed. Issues that have continued to influence
the debate include beliefs about the intrinsic need to
guarantee the welfare of children and to assimilate other
cultures into the national value system, assumptions
about the social and emotional vulnerability of gifted
students, and availability of educational options and
resourcesfor gifted students.

First is the overly simplistic competition between
societal intentions to developtalent vs desires to provide
a nurturant and happylearning environment. There was
concern over children in the labor market, where they
were frequently exploited and/or hired at the expense of
adults. During the 1920s the assimilation of immigrants
and the protection of children from exploitation in
the labor force became much more immediate issues
than protecting “genius”. Schools served as havens to
protect children from exploitations of industrial labor.
Mandatory and extended schooling also had the effect
of protecting the jobs of adults. As noted above, the
economic impact of the Great American Depression of
the 1930s sealed the controversy until the exigencies of
World War II required the development of talent. In
the post war years, economic expansion andthe rapidly
increasing numbers of students assisted in the return
to dominance of the enrichment paradigm. It was only
during the heights of anxiety that accompaniedthe cold
war public relations disasters of the Soviet explosion of
the hydrogen bomb and Sputnik and the portents of an
economicdisaster in the 1980s that increased interest in
accelerative programmatic options.
A second important element in the debate is that

proponents of acceleration and enrichment seem to
retain solidly opposed assumptions about the rela-
tionship between intellectual precocity and the social/
emotional health of gifted students. These viewpoints
are complemented by a view of school curriculum as
either narrow andrigidly defined, stifling the needs
of the gifted child, or as a relatively comprehensive
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preparation of which mastery is essential for all chil-
dren. The seeds of these viewpoints can be seen in
the competing claims of Galton and Lombroso in
the nineteenth century. Galton believed in the innate
superiority of men of genius and averred that special
schooling was neither required or even helpful. He
pointed to numerous examples of men of eminence
who were either uneducated during childhood or who
experienced dreadful educational experiences. His view
seemed to be that access to academic excellence might
be necessary, but special provisions were not required.
Lombroso, on the other hand, advancedtheories of the
innate instability of genius. For Lombroso, education
was the source of a good deal of potential harm.
Teachers could stifle and frustrate the delicate mind
of the genius with devastating results. This debate is
implicit in the works of Terman and Hollingworth.
It can also be found implicitly in positions adopted
by Stanley and Renzulli. If gifted students are of
normal or superior adjustment, then special curricular
interventions to insure emotional well-being are not
required. For others, gifted children are at risk from
threats that arise precisely from academic pressure
applied to them becauseoftheir abilities. To the extent
that one believes the latter, purely accelerative options
are regarded as potentially harmful.
A crucial consideration is the extent to which the child

is encouraged to take an active part in the educational
decision-making process. For example, how eager is
the child to skip a school grade, to work intensively
in an accelerated mathematics class, to participate in
academic summerprograms etc.? Also, how effectively
are the child’s parentsfacilitating their offspring’s social,
emotional, athletic, and cultural development? Brody
and Stanley (1991) assert that parents and the child
must work on these four areas as much or more than
on academic development. According to their views,
each intellectually gifted child should strive to develop
proficiency in at least one athletic sport and performing
or fine art. This would provide the gifted youth several
contrasting reference groups with whomtointeract.
A third factor in the debate is the availability of

options and resources for gifted children. In times of
prosperity resourcesarerelatively plentiful and the pub-
lic has access to broader arrays of educational options.
In times of economicor political crisis, alternatives are
more constricted. The periodsof interest in acceleration
coincide with periods of political crisis and economic
constraint (with the exception of the Great Depression
of the 1930s). The availability of resources is always
influenced by the political strength of the constituent
groups that attempt to influence educational policies.
These three factors are pervasive in the United States,

wherethere has been a consistenteffort to provide public
education to all students in a more or less equivalent
form. There has been no history of long-standing or
rigid class divisions that exist in other countries, although
for most of the country’s existence it discriminated
severely against African Americans. The United States
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has also experienced economic growth that has been
accompanied by periods of attention to the welfare of
individua! children and extension of resources to meet
the commitment to universal education. In countries
where these conditions do not exist, efforts to define
the needs of gifted students will progress differently.

Course of the Debate

During the last 70 years, a wide array of assertions
have been made about the comparative benefits of
acceleration and enrichment. The issues arise from
basic differences in philosophy and beliefs and about
the nature of schools and the nature of gifted learners.
Supporters of acceleration from Termanto Stanley have
contributed to a lengthylist of possible benefits for gifted
students who are accelerated. These include:

(1) Less: emphasis on needless repetition anddrill.
(2) Achievement of closer match between the student’s

level of instruction and level of achievement.
(3) Appropriate recognition of mastery so that stu-

dents may receive credit for course work mastered
regardles: of their ages or gradelevel.

(4) Increased opportunity for academic exploration as
a result of having more time to investigate courses of
study or even careers.

(5) Increased productivity, especially in careers where
early contributions seem most important (see Lehman,
1953).

(6) Incrzased time for careers.
(7) More exposureto intellectual peers.
(8) Greater economy through reduced time spent in

school, as well as diminished need for teachersin gifted
education.

(9) Lower probability of monotony and boredom.
(10) Increased achievement motivation.
(11) Reduced probability that capable students will

drop out, because they will be more motivated to achieve
in academics.

(12) Development of appropriate work habits and
avoidance of poorstudy habits that mightsuffice, but not
adequatel\' challenge, highly capable students.

(13) Avoidance of or solution to underachievement.
(14) Avoidance of conflicts with age peers who do not

share acaclemic interests and abilities.
The claims of hazards from acceleration can be

roughly categorized under four major headings: (a)
academic achievement, (b) emotional maladjustment,
(c) disruption ofsocialization, and (d) reductionin extra-
curricular opportunities. Each of these areas describes a
wide variety of concerns and is summarized below.

Academic Outcomes

(1) Accslerants will fail in the new setting because
they will not be able to comply with increased academic
pressures.

(2) Developmentally precocious children who are
accelerated will slowly lose their advantage and event-
ually fall behind their older classmates.

(3) Accelerated students will have gaps in their aca-
demic preparation that may become more pronounced
and severe as they go through school.

(4) Accelerants will be physically or emotionally
too immature to compete successfully with their older
classmates.

(5) Precocity is more apparent than real. Acceler-
ants may demonstrate knowledge, but lack appropriate
experience, and thus will be unable to handle mature
themes and concepts at higher gradelevels.

(6) Acceleration within the regular curriculum will not
provide needed experiences for gifted students (e.g.,
independentlearning, creative problem solving).

(7) Increased academic demandswill force children to
concentrate on masteryof the basic skills and knowledge
presentedin the regular curriculum andthereforefail to
develop creativity and productive divergent thinking.

Social Adjustment

(1) Accelerants will sacrifice time to develop and to
learn through play and exploration.

(2) Students who are accelerated will miss age-
appropriate social activities.

(3) The developmentoffriendships will be threatened
because accelerated students’ time and opportunities to
socialize with same-age peers will be reduced and older
Classmateswill reject them.

(4) Acceleration will reduce opportunities to develop
social skills.

Emotional Adjustment

(1) Frustration from increased academic and social
demandswill cause stress and burnout.

(2) Reduced opportunities to form friendships will
lead to isolation and antisocial adulthood.

(3) Diminished opportunities to develop extracurricu-
lar interests and hobbies will contribute to emotional
difficulties in later life.

(4) Acceleration will not allow for the introduction of
valuable and potentially therapeutic integrative experi-
ences that are present in enrichment.

Reduced Extracurricular Opportunities

(1) Accelerated studentswill have fewer opportunities
to participate in age-related extracurricularactivities.

(2) Because of relatively immature physical develop-
ment, accelerants will not be able to participate in varsity
athletics.
For critics of acceleration, these hypothesized risks

seem unwarranted. If acceleration is used to address
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teachers and age mateswill ascribe the difficulties to
the acceleration (in logic, the post hoc, ergo propter
hocfallacy—after this, therefore becauseofthis). Gagné
(1981) has pointed out that, in most of the cases he
studied, the problems encountered by the accelerant
would probably have occurred with or without accel-
eration. Yet, because of the weight given to acceleration
decisions, problems are attributed to the educational
intervention.It is unfortunate that students cannot serve
as their own controls. It is impossible to determine what
would have happened should a particular student not
have been accelerated. This might be approximated by
using identical twins as the experimental subjects. Yet,
such a study would probably not be feasible because of
social an«dethical concerns.

Third, it seems clear that assumptions about the
effects of one type of acceleration will be generalized
to other types. Children who are young-in-grade also
will be przsumedto be affected similarly by the academic
and sociz.l/emotional demands, regardless of whether or
not they were placed in higher grades or entered school
early because of demonstrated precocity and maturity or
for other reasons. Southernetal. (1989b) observed that
educators rarely considered a difference in the effects
of early entrance and grade skipping or reasons for
a student’s being young-in-grade. They also observed
that educators claim to base their assumptions about
the effec:s of acceleration on their personal experi-
ences, but very few have had much experience with
gifted acvelerants. Instead, it appears that educators’
conjectures are based on over-generalizations of the
school-readinessliterature and on their experiences with
students who were young-in-grade, but probably not
academically precocious. The school-readinessliterature
is generally concerned with the effects of beingrelatively
young-in-grade and doesnot concernitself with selected
populations of the gifted. Some of the more sensational
fears havebeenappliedto practices specifically for gifted
Students, and to acceleration procedures that are apt
to be quite different from early entrance (Southern &
Jones, 191).

Fourth, much of the concern expressed oversocial and
emotional adjustments among accelerants arises from
a basic confusion about the term itself. Acceleration
brings to mind the speeding up of a student’s learning
tempo, aexternal manipulation of student learning.
The common usage of the word means to hasten,
quicken, or rush through—perhaps with the use of
some force. Common imagesof the effects of “rushing”
are tripping, crashing, overheating, burning out, and
missing the time to enjoy thetrip. In reality, however,
students are rarely “sped along.” Furthermore, thereis
no evidenve that accelerants are likely to miss out and
then fall behind as a result of acceleration. In the light
of commonschoolpractice, most acceleration decisions
are undertaken solely to apply some administrative
recognition to a student’s prior achievement.

Early admission and grade skipping do not usually
result fror1 broad screening efforts by the district to

determine which students could benefit from instruction
at a more rapid than normal pace (for an excep-
tion, see Hobson, 1963). On the contrary, parents,
administrators, or teachers recognize the extraordinary
achievements of individual students and refer them for
some form of intervention. Consideration of accelera-
tion options generally occurs because of concerns that
the student will not have access to any new learning
Opportunities in the current placement, or because
the student may be showing signs of maladjustment
in the current setting, which then is interpreted as a
sign of boredom. Acceleration options are rarely used
without extensive assessment of the student and the
learning environments, or without consultation with the
parents, teachers, and students. Theresult is a rather
conservative use of acceleration options. Generally,
students who are eventually accelerated already are
performing at the upper limits of the new settings
as well.

Clearly administrative in nature are options such as
concurrent enrollment, Advanced Placement, credit by
examination, or correspondence courses. Each of these
has built in a product or examination that documents
achievementso as to reward learning with the appropri-
ate level of recognition. Pacing is not external in these
options and they donot entail separation from age peers
or the normal curriculum of schools. Options such as
continuousprogressandself-pacedinstruction are rarer.
Still, they do not entail external manipulation of rate or
pacing. By definition, they occur at rates determined
by the student’s interest and ability. Moreover, these
options are most frequently employedin settings that
retain contact with same-age peers.
There are some options that, on the surface, appear

to involve manipulation of the pace of instruction.
Curriculum compacting, telescoping curriculum, and
extracurricular options like fast-paced math courses
do imply external manipulation of the curriculum.
Some of these programs use a purposeful search for
likely candidates for the process, raising the specter of
misidentifying students and endangering their social or
emotional welfare. In fact, these options are generally
firmly based on prior student achievement, and the
amountof differentiation may be very small.

Fast-pacedclasses, for example, are most often extra-
curricular, offered away from the regular classroom.
Students self-select for participation and are usually
in class with other same-age peers. It is only when
enough of these classes have been completed to qualify
the student for admission to higher level of schooling
that salient differentiation takes place. In this case, a
long history of successful achievement precedes any
placementoutside of the normal age and grade. Students
who qualify for such classes through the SATorsimilar
tests of academic achievementare not under greatrisks
for inappropriate pacing. Thoughtheir achievements are
gained through extracurricular experiences,it is learning
documentedby their test performance. Thecriteria for
suchselection of applicants is set so high as to preclude
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that any enriched curriculum is likely to include some
significant measure of accelerated schooling. If a fifth
graderis interested in genetic engineering,it is likely that
pursuit of that interest will require knowledge andskills
normally taught at higher levels of education. If a junior
high school student engages in an independentproject
and works with local governmentofficials, it would be
difficult. for her or him to avoid learning concepts of
political science normally presented at the high school
or even the college level. |
Moreover, describing acceleration as simply more

rapid progress through stultifying and trivial curricula
is equally erroneous. It would be nearly impossible
to progress through higher levels of any discipline
without teaching the processes by which professionals
in that discipline operate. This is particularly true of
acceleritive elements in secondary and post-secondary
study. .Accelerative options will eventually entail many
of the processes most closely associated in the literature
with enrichment, such as independentstudy, productive
andcritical thinking in the discipline, and higher-order
thinkin:: skills.

It is possible to imagine enrichment options that
operate merely to hold students at grade level, regardless
of their abilities to learn more. Schools sometimesplace
a high priority on the maintenance of bureaucratic
convenience at the expense of serving the individual
needs of the child, or believe strongly in the nativity
of intelligence and development (Shepherd & Smith,
1986; Smith & Shepard, 1988; Jones & Southern, 1991).
It is also possible to conceive of accelerative options
that merely provide students with more rapid pacing
of acad::‘mic monotony or demandsthat emphasize only
knowlege acquisition at the expense of application,
analysis, or synthesis. While conceivable, these out-
comes remain onesthat require an almost malevolent, or
at least stupid, intent. Enrichment that answersthe goals
and objectives of those who originally advanced the
processfor students will invariably contain elements that
are accelerative. Acceleration that provides students
appropriate learning experienceswill also contain many
of the «elements that are touted as the strengths of the
enrichment paradigm.

Research efforts to date have weakenedthe apparent
dichotomy some advocates present. It is ironic that
reviewers have pointed outthe relative lack of evidence
for the effectiveness of acceleration options. Slavin
(1990) «asserts that accelerative options have demon-
strated only comparative effectiveness. It is unclear,
in his view, whether acceleration offers clear benefits
over other potential interventions in meeting the needs
of gifte:! students. Moreover, proponents of accelera-
tion, in their zeal to prove the processes involved are
harmless, have neglected to look at potential differences
among various kinds of gifted learners and how they
may be affected by accelerative programs (Cornell etal.,
1991). \dvocates of enrichmentare similarly indicted.
Appareitly as a result of being stung with complaints
that enrichmentis ineffective (Daurio, 1979), they have

concentrated on demonstrating academic gains at the
expense of presenting evidence of other potential ben-
efits for gifted students. Both sides have concentrated
on the charges of the other rather than documenting the
elements of each approachthat can benefit specific types
or the wide range of gifted children.

International Developments

Whatis to be learned from the American experience
in this debate, and how does the debate take shape
in other countries? Perhaps the most important lesson
is that provisions for gifted and talented children are
informed less by sound educational research than by
broad generalizations of educational research, prevail-
ing presumptions of common sense, extrapolations of
personal experience, folk lore, and political agenda.
These in turn are usually driven by the financial and
social exigencies operating at the time. For anysociety,
such demands will include the following themes: (a)
the commitment to providing access to education, (b)
the definition of basic education within the context of
that society, (c) the resources made available to fulfill
opportunity of access, (d) the social concern for the
exploitation of talent as a national resource, (e) the
degree to which schools function as gatekeepers to access
higher levels of achievement, and (f) the general appeal
of egalitarian social values. These factors will interact
with each other to characterize the efforts that societies
will take toward developing acceleration and enrichment
options.

In societies where educational opportunities are lim-
ited by class access, by economic resources, or by a
strongly perceived need to exploit talent, debate over
options for the gifted will be moot. The same will be
true in societies where the school is seen as a source
of wisdom or as gatekeeper for access to higher social
and economicstatus. In these societies, individuals with

access are privileged. The debate does not concentrate
on the nature of instruction. Instead, it focuses on the
limits of access to instruction. In countries where the
school is regarded as an instrument of upward mobility
and where values for universal access prevail, debate
over optionsfor the education of gifted studentsis likely
to occur. Asin the case of the United States, transient
economic andsocial forces may, however, intensify or
quell the debate for some time. Whena nationfeels that
its standard ofliving is threatened, efforts to provide
universal access maybetradedoff in favor of exploiting
talent, just as concernsfor individual liberty may be set
aside while efforts are madeto bolster national security
in times ofperil.
For educational systems in many developed countries,

class concerns and the schools’ responsibilities may
combine to limit access to all levels of education. In
these instances, debate about educational provisions for
the gifted will be notably subdued. In Great Britain,
for example, relatively few students have access to the
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rise of <omprehensive schools, which rejected tracking
by examination, eventually led to the decline of the
predictive examination model. Since the 1960s, there
has beenstrong popular mistrust of efforts which appear
to track students early.

Unlike the United States, the British system main-
tained testricted access to higher, even to upper sec-
ondary, education. In 1987 only 18% of all 16~—18-
year-olds were enrolled in educational options (Simon,
1990). The proportions of British youth who enroll in
post-secondary education are far lower than in either
the United States or other nations of Western Europe
(Simon, 1990). In 1960, applicants outnumbered admis-
sion places in universities by a factor of 20:1 (Fleming,
1962). Subsequent growth of university enrollments has
increased and new universities have been founded, but
demandstill far outstrips the supply of places (Simon,
1990). ‘lo some extent, this restriction is explicable in
economic terms. University is free for British students,
so expanding access involves large central government
support. British policy makers have been willing to open
universities without cost to all students who qualify
for admission. They have been unwilling, however, to
provide sufficient funds either to expand post-secondary
education or to put secondary schools in working and
lower middle class districts on more equal footing
with schools in more advantaged areas. In Britain,
the university is one of the key institutions for the
preserviition of culture, and culture is clearly perceived
to be for the minority (Simon, 1990).

Despite the initiatives of the Education Acts, Brit-
ain has had a strong tradition of local control. The
extent of curricular offerings and the level of edu-
cational offerings are determined by Local Councils
responsible for determining the ranges and levels
of education programming and for funding those
efforts through local rates. Parents who feel that
locally supported school offerings are insufficient have
two options. They can apply for scholarship support
to attend a grammar (i.e., academic public high)
school, or they can opt for private (called “public”)
school. Access to the scholarships is limited, so only
those who could afford it could avail themselves of
private schools. The Education Act of 1988 aimed at
imposir.g a national curriculum that would standardize
offerings and set national standards for education. In
addition, a series of competency tests was planned to
be given to students at various age levels. By 1992,
standar‘lization of funding andoftheinitial curricula
had beenput into place.

Historical developments andtraditions have limited
recognition of the special educational needs of the
gifted. First, limited educational access for lower
and micldle class students to academically oriented
schools resulted in relatively limited opportunities for
advanced education. Since the educational system is
generally perceived as catering to an elite, there is
less dernand to review its suitability for populations
of gifted students.

Second, the intense debate over tracking through
differential levels of schooling and predictive exami-
nations has left the public and liberal education
theorists with a severe wariness about procedures
that remove students from mainstream education.
One of the few British texts about the education
of the gifted (Freeman, 1979) concludes that most
gifted children can be well educated in heterogeneous
groups, and that exclusive attention to academics
may result in harm to a gifted child’s social and
emotional development. Gallagher (1985) suggests
that in Britain grouping of any kind is viewed with
distaste, but sentiment toward enrichmentin regular
classes is more favorable. Understandably, efforts
like the Westinghouse Science Talent Searches or
the SMPY model of Stanley and associates have not
been received enthusiastically. Currently, students are
grouped almost solely on the basis of chronological
age. Progress from one grade to another and one
level to another is age-based. Any provision made
for individual differences comes from additions to
the curriculum presented to all students, rather than
varying of presentation or pacing (Freeman, 1979).
The practical outcome of the suspicion with which
ability grouping is viewedhasstifled the development
of accelerative optionsofall kinds.

Third, the establishmentof a national curriculum may
provide new impetus for examining the needsofgifted
children. As curriculum is standardized, it may be more
apparent that academically able students exceed the
current level of demand for each grade. This will be
particularly true if expansion of post-secondary options
occur and expectations for higher educational attain-
ment become moregeneral. The impending connections
with other nations of Western Europe in the European
Economic Community (EEC) mayserve to expand such
expectations. Until and unless this happens,limitations
in the numberof post-secondary placements currently
being experiencedin Britain eliminate options for some
students to progress more rapidly through the school
curriculum. If few such places exist, it is unlikely that
increasing the competition for them will be met with
enthusiasm.

Finally, Britain represents a tradition of educa-
tion as a social-status gatekeeper that is present in
many areas of the world and limits concerns for
the special needs of the gifted. Where access to
education is limited for any reason, concerns about
the gifted will be secondary. Ironically, the reaction
to a class-dominated educational system arising in the
1950s and 1960s is also a factor that limits support
for programs for the gifted. Many of the debaters
who campaigned for maintaining separate (generally
upper class) levels of education used the needs of
gifted children to buttress their arguments. This has
left a residue of distaste in the mind of those who
wish to liberalize education in Britain. There the
needs of gifted children are associated with elitist
arguments. Where countries have attempted to widen
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